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Two of 22 candidates running
for Betty Co-ed-Joe College will
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1961
No. 38 be crowned tonight it a dance in
their honor.
Under the sponsorship of the
sophomore class, the contest has
been held throughout this week.
Students who were voting for
their favorite candidate dropped a
penny in a can at the voting
booths in front of the cafeteria
and bookstore. The persons with
the most "loot" will be crowned
Mayor Paul Moore will repreBetty Co-ed-Joe College.
sent the city of San Jose tonight
Besides the dance, which will
In a special program at 8 p.m.
begin at 830 p.m. in the Women’s
called "An Iranian Night," to
gym, three contests will be held.
he held at the International StuA $10 prize is being offered for
dent Center, 285 S. Market at.
the individual who can successGuest speaker will be Mr. Hosfully swallow the most goldfish.
sein T. Eshraghi, acting consul
Trophies will be offered to those
general of Iran in San Francisco.
ss
people who can tear up the dance
In a speech entitled "Iran and
floor doing the ’’charleston" and
the Regional Pacts," he will anathe "twist."
lyze from a defense point of view
Candidates running for Betty
the strategic value of such pacts
Co-ed-Joe College are Kari Meas the Central Treaty Organizatheny, Chi Omega; Julie Kechi.
tion.
chian, Clare-Ellen boarding house;
Dr. James W. Thornton, assistJayne Chambers, Sigma Alpha Epant to Pres. John T. Wahlquist,
silon; Edwin Smith. Theta Xi;
will represent SJS at the affair.
Gary Christensen, Chi Omega; Vic
ASB Pres. Brent Davis will repreCori, Pi Kappa Alpha; Barbara
sent the student body.
Palmer, Gamma Phi Beta; Bonnie
In a special ceremony, Dr. HarDiehl, Royce hall; Jack Leith, Sigold Kazmann, president of ISC,
ma Phi Epsilon; Sue Bertottie,
will dedicate the reception room at
Kappa Delta; Lu Carter. Washthe center as "the Persian Room."
burn hall, and Court Stewart. SigThis is in recognition of efforts
ma Alpha Epsilon.
made by the Iranian students of
Also running are Larry ArmSan Jose toward establishing the
strong and Joyce Anthony, Kappa
’SC.
Alpha Theta; Bob Kristic, MarkDr. Kazmann urges the public
DRAWING of man who may have committed four reported
ham hall; Claudia Lindley, Wee
cases of indecent exposure on SJS grounds and near the campus
Terrace; Shelia Yoker, Storey
area is shown above. Campus police are searching for a suspect
house; Gini Haws. Alpha Phi;
who may match the drawing.
Brenda Comes and Jim Sell, Crestwood Manor; Bacchus, Theta Xi,
and Lyme Hathaway. Alpha Omicron Pi.
-

Sam

411&
Rayburn ... dead at 79

Sam Rayburn Dies
In Texas Hospital
BONFIAM, Tex. (UPI)
Mr. Sant is dead.
House Speaker Sam Rayburn, second only to the
President in the power he
wielded, died peacefully at
4:20 am. PST yesterday in
a hospital bed in his hometown of Bonham. He was 79.
Cancer that had spread
through his body paralyzed
part of his respiratory system. He slipped from a deep
sleep into death without
pain. With his death came
disclosure that he had known
since Sept. 27 that he had
cancer. There never was any
hope.
MEMORY PRAISED
President Kennedy led the
nation in mourning for the
man who served 48 years in
the House, longer than any
other congressman in history and 16 years as speaker.
wice as long AN Henry Clay,
he 19th century orator who
previously held the record as
’Peaker.
The President said the nason has lost "a devoted seeant and an unflinching
friend." Republicans cast
aside rivalries to praise the
memory of the man known
as Mr. Democrat.
Dr., J(W. Risser, his physison and friend, said the
speaker had asked to he
.0tried beside his sister, Isti’inda (Nliss LW, who died
:n 1956. She was the closest
11 brothers and sisters
si him. She also died of cansm.
.f

REFTsEll TREATMENT
Rayburn knew he had can’r eves before diagnostic
.ssts arid a biopsy in Dallas
t. 5 confirmed it. He was
s.ld Sept. 27, but he refused
’s let himself he examined
a hospital and treated.
to was determined to get
much of the Kennedy
ssogram a.s possible through
Ile come home to Bonham
sto weeks before Congress
sljourned. Dr. Risser sent
’to Baylor University
.letlical center in Dallas
’-et. 2.
Ills cancer was confirmed
Baylor.
He fought an amazing
sattle to live, lie
ad again to thesank time
point of
sath, only to rally. But
HOh rally was
weaker,
There was never any
hope.
In his hometown
of BonRasiturn was addressed
’.. Stun or Mr. Sam. That
...as the way
he wanted it.
’hen he came home
from
SSishington, he was just
one
.r the homefolks.
Raybern was the eighth
in
’ f4nitiv of 11 children lie
’sit. horn
Jan 6, 1882, on a
’,Mt near Kingston,
Tenn

His father, William Marion
Rayburn, was a veteran of
the Confederate Army.
$25 FOR COLLEGE
When Rayburn was five,
his parents moved to Texas.
They settled on 40 acres
near Bonham and planted a
cotton crop. The farm wa.s
not one of the most productive in the area, and the
Rayburn; did not make
enough money to send all
their children to college.
But Sam was determined
to go, and his father sent
him off to East Texas normal college with $25 and his
blessing. Rayburn worked
his way through school by
sweeping floors for $3 a
month.
He had served "with"
eight presidents. The eighth,
John F. Kennedy, showed
the regard in which he held
Mr. Sam by flying a 3100mile round trip to visit him
15 minutes when he was at
Baylor.
HARD WORKER
Rayburn worked his way
from college to the Texas
legislature, to speaker of the
Texas legislature, to congress and to speaker of the
House of Representatives.
He set his sights on congress and the speakership
when he was 10 years old
and in his last years, having
achieved it, said he wanted
nothing more.
He was elected to the
house from the Fourth Texas District In 1912, when he
was 30. He became speaker
of the house Sept. 15, 1940,
when Speaker William B.
Bankhead of Alabama died
His Democratic colleagues
seelected him speaker every
time since then when they
were in control of the house
That was nine times.
LIBERAL LINE
Despite his conservative
background, he followed a
liberal line at the sides of
Presidents Roosevelt. Truman and Kennedy. He helped
Roosevelt with his New
Deal legislation, Truman
with his Fair Deal and Kennedy with his New Frontier.
If Rayburn did not like a
proposed piece of legislation.
it had little or no chance of
passing. He did not hesitate
to tell presidents about his
likes and dislikes and they
called him Mr. Speaker.
If he wanted legislation
passed. he pleaded. cajoled or
threatened until he usually
got a majority.
Iii WaSiliagi,an. he lived
for more than 30 years in
the same one-bedroom bitch cloy apartment. When Congress saes adjaurned or in
seems. he usualLy refloated
to Bonham.

Student organizations of SJS
Journalism Br Advertising department are joining faculty and staff
in helping the department celebrate 25 years of journalism, Monday through Wednesday.
Phi Alpha Nu, professional public relations fraternity. Is assisting
in Monday night’s banquet for
Alan Eden-Green, public relations
director from England.
The group is also assisting adviser Pearce Davies, associate professor of journalism, with Monday’s luncheon for Eden-Green In
rooms A and B of the cafeteria_
Student chairman for Phi Alpha
Nu Ls Jim Balzaretti.
Alpha Delta Sigma, national advertising fraternity, will assist
Charles Marshall, associate professor of advertising, in planning a
Tuesday luncheon in the Catholic
Women’s center, with Clyde Bedell, advertising consultant, as
guest speaker.
ADS president is Mike Sanders,
adviser is Professor Marshall.
Gamma Alpha Chi, women’s professional advertising fraternity,
will usher at the 2 p.m. panel discussion in T1155 Tuesday.
Carolyn Perkio, organization
president, will act as student chairman for Gamma Alpha Chi in
planning the celebration.
Sigma Delta Chi, professional
men’s journalism society, will assist in the planning of Wednesday’s organizations invitational
buffet
SDX president is Will Keener,
vice-president and student chair;
man is Bob Shepard and Gordon
Greb, associate proessor of Journatism, serves as adviser.
Theta Sigma Phi, professional
women’s journalism fraternity, will
assist in Wednesday’s open house
in the new journalism building
from 1:30 to 4 p.m. Wednesday.
Organization adviser is Dolores
Spurgeon. associate professor of
Journalism and education; President is Ellen Schulte, and Linda
Axenty is student chairman for
the Theta Sigma Phi’s part in the
celebration.
Kappa Alpha Mu, national organization for press photography,
will aid in planning an exhibition
of 75 "Great News Photographs,"
in the upper corridor of the Jour
nalism building.
KAM president is Jerry Ashton.
adviser is J. B. Woodson jr., associate professor of journalism, and
student chairman is Dru ("hall berg.
Kappa Tau Alpha. journalism
scholarship society, will also assist,
in celebration planning. Adviser is
Charles V. Kappen, professor of
journalism.

Campus Police Search
For Exposure Suspect

HOSSEIN T. ESHRAGH1
... guest speaker
to attend the program, which will
include also a short movie entitled "Isfahan." which was awarded a first prize during the 1961
Moscow Film Festival.
Co-sponsors of the event are the
International Relations club, the
ISO and a group of volunteer
Iranian students, according to
Bernie Christopher, ISO vice
president.

Friday Flicks
ne 14111 star in tonight’s film, "The Ss-archers,"
scheduled for Friday Flicks Costarring in the John Ford-direeted flint will be Jeffrey Hunter
and Vera Mlle’. Friday Flicks
will be shown twice, at 7 and
9:30 p.m. in TI1133
_

Prof. Schultz Says,
’Pay People To Study’
By TOM HEDGE’S
At a meeting this week of the
American Association of Land
( ;rant Colleges and State Univers’. ss Prof. H. W. Schultz, a Univer.
sit y of Chicago economist, suggested that students should be paid to
go to college.
In response to Professor
Schultz’s suggestion. the Spartan
Daily conducted a poll asking this
question: "What would you think
of being paid to go to college?"
Frank DiMeco, 24, senior accounting major: "Love it! It’s been
fine so far!!"
John Henry, 20. sophomore
burns ham -radio-TV emphasis major: "It would be nice, but it seems
ridiculous to pay people to go to
school. Right now students are acting to school because they feel
they need the education."
Pat Carsten, 18, freshman, business Ed. major: "I would feel a
lot better about studying if I knew
I was being paid to go to college."
Tom Harrison, 21, senior, physieat education major: "It. writild
change our values around. because
we live in a competitive world. In
the U.S. you make your own way,

Police Seek Man

and this would kill all incentive."
Jyrne Lou Young, 19, junior,
elementary education major:
"There would no doubt be more
people going to college who have
the potential but who are financially down and out. As for me,
I’d love it!"
Barbara Barnard, 19, junior education major: "I’d like it, but
don’t think it is that good of an
idea. People would take advantage
of it."
Ron Pahl, 18, freshman, pre-law
and psychology major: "I think it
would destroy quite a bit of individual initiative because when
he pays his own way he works a
lot harder in achieving higher
gradmi."
Marilyn Rush. 15, sophomore
psychology major: "It would depend on whether or not it entailed any obligations!"
Bob Bard, 22. senior chemistry
major: "Would college facilities he
increased, for naturally more people would he coming to school. The
standards would go up. given a
constant school population and
complete subsidy, because of increased competition"

San Jose State campus security
police are searching for a suspect
who may have committed four reported acts of indecent exposure
on the campus and near the college grounds.
Since the beginning of the semester five acts of indecent exposure have been reported to the
1SJS campus security. Five coeds
have described a person, possibly
a student, who may have committed four of the rases.
The coeds described the man
as: height 5 feet 8 inches, weight
145 pounds, light brown hair and
20 to 25 years old. Three of the
four acts took place on campus.
FIRST REPORT OCT. 25
The first was reported Oct. 25
by a coed who said the incident
took place betwen the landing of
the fifth and sixt.h floors of the
new library addition at 12:45 p.m.
Within five days two other acts
of indecent exposure were reported
on campus. Both happened Oct 31
in the Soils It and Drama and
Health buildings.
Campus police said the first art
was committed at 4715 in the east
corridor of the Speech and Drama

Good Luck Wires
Set for Grid Tilt

Judiciary Decision
Denies President
Budget Veto Power

buii,hrtg. The st_srei cruised at
4:40 p.m. on the third floor of the
Health building outside H301.
Most recently, two SJS coeds
reported to campus police another
The Judiciary ruled yesterday.
such art Nov. 9. The coeds said
, the case occurred Nov. 3 as they I in a precedent -making decision.
were walking on Tenth et. near I that the ASH president cannot veto
Keyes st. They said they had been an ASB budget.
In issuing the decision, which
followed by a small sports car,
occupied by three men, when it was reached by the Judiciary after
pulled over and the driver exposed four hours of deliberation. Chief
Justics Joe Stroud said. "We feel
himself.
the decision reached is in the best
COEDS IDENTIFY FACE
The women said they had not interests of all concerned."
A text of the ruling, on which
intended reporting the incident to
police. Both changed their minds the Judiciary met this morning,
when they saw a Spartan Daily will be released sometime today.
The decision ends a ease which
article describing a suspect who
matched the description of the began last week when Brent Davis, ASB president, atempted to
driver.
From descriptions given by the veto the $1775 AWS budget and
five coeds, campus police were able was challenged by Bill Hauck, vice
to form a composite drawing, giv- president and Student Council
en to the Spartan Daily yesterday. chairman.
The hearing for the ease was
When shown the drawing, all five
held Tuesday in a two-hour sescoeds identified the face.
At the beginning of the semes- sion at which both ASB officers
ir
ter, Sept. 25, a coed reported a presented t
similar case while she was passing
th side of the Concert hall Turkey Trot Deadline
the north
5:15 p.m.

Planned for Today

Grad Interviews

Seniors planning to be graduated
in June or the summer sessions
shoeld make an interview ap"Good Luck" tcleg-rimm ’sill be pointment Monday through
Wednesday in the Registrar’s ofsent again to the SJS football
fice, Adm1(Y2, according to Georgteam for tomorrow night’s Fresno
ene Merrell. graduation clerk.
game.
Students may sign the telegram
Ticket Sale Deadline
today at a booth in front of the
Today is the deadline for buying
cafeteria front 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
tickets to a luncheon Tuesday
for five cents it signature.
featuring Clyde Bedell, advertisAny campus groups interested ing consultant.
The luncheon will be held in
in mailing separate wires should
send them to the San Jose State the Catholic Women’s renter as
football team, Fresno hotel. Fres- a part of the 25th anniversary
no, Calif., according to Sue Stacks, celebration of the Journalism &
corresponding secretary of the Advertising department. Tickets
are $2 and may be purchased in
rally commit tee.

world wire
ITALIAN AIRMEN SLAIN BY CONGOLESE
LEOPOLDVILLE I UPI I Thirteen Italian soldiers flying for the’
United Nations In the Congo were murdered by drunken Congolese
troops last Saturday, a U.N. spokesman said yesterday. The spokes.!
man said the Italians were shot shortly after they landed at Kindu
. airport in Kivu province. They apparently had been mistaken for
Belgian paratroopers.
F;ICHMANN DECISION EXPECTED SOON
JERUSALEM i(P11.The three Israeli judges who tried Adolf
Eichmann on charges of slaughtering six million Jews appeared yesterday to have reached a verdict. Teams of English. French and
German translators have been asked to stand by. It was believed the
court had finished tenting out. his judgment, or hari only minor additions to make, The Israeli press has presitettai the verdict will be read
In open court Doc. 4, but a court official said Wednesday no date
has been set.

Final deadline for entries in
Tuesday’s Alpha Phi Omega -sponsored Turkey Trot is 12 noon, according to Kent Vlautia. publicity
director. Completed entry forms
must be turned in to MG150 by
that time, tie said

Colormontim !
Look Jor

The Color
Supplement

6- Color
Tab Section
in the
Spartan Daily

Get It Monday,
November 20th

11SPARTAN DAM!
Friday, November 17. 19C1

Trip Cancelled
For Ski Club
The Ski club Belmont ice
skating trip scheduled for tomorrow has been cancelled, according to Bob Bard, club president. Students presenting their
receipts may pick up their refunds in THI6..

Dorm Art Contest
Deadline Dec. I
Students may still enter the
Allen hall art contest and exhibit Nov. 28, 29 and 30 and the
Annual Art auction Dec. 4-15,
according to Ed Foster, publicity chairman for Allen hall.
The deadline for the art auction has been extended to Dec.
1, he said.
Delta Phi Delta, national honorary art fraternity, is co-sponsoring the events with Allen
hall.

Dine-Dance
Tomorrow
The Hawaiian club will hold
a Thanksgiving dinner - dance
Saturday at 7 p.m. in the Women’s gymnasium.
Merrily Hong, publicity chairman, said along with the dinner
and dance, there will be Hawaiian entertainment. Students
attending should wear dressy
sport clothes, she said.
Admission is as follows: Members, canned goods; new members, $1 and canned goods; nonmembers, $1.

Student ’Ambassador’
Will Speak on Sunday
Ricardo Trimillos, unofficial
European ambassador from the
U.S. last summer, will speak to
the Roger Williams fellowship
Sunday at 5:30 p.m.
He will speak on his European
experiences at a supper and
meeting at the Baptist Student
center, 484 E. San Fernando st.
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CRYSTAL CREAMERY

I Re-opening

Spartaguide
TODAY
International Student organization. International Relations
club and International Student
Center, lecture and movie, International Student Center, 8
pm.
Women’s Recreation assn.,
golf. Women’s gymnasium, 2:30
p.m.
-A Midsummer Night’s
Dream," Studio Theater, 4 p.m.
"Kiss Me Kate," Moms Dailey
auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
Cross country track meet, all
corners, San Jose. 4 p.m.
Ski club. Ice skating trip to
Belmont is cancelled. Pick up
refunds in TH16.
Friday Flicks, "The Searchers," TH55, 7:30 p.m.
Sophomore class, Joe CollegeBetty Co-ed dance, Women’s
gymnasium, 8 p.m.
Football, freshman, California
at San Jose, 8 p.m.
Painting exhibition, artist:
Glenn Wessels, professor of art
at University of California,
Berkeley, art gallery, 9 a.m. to
4 p.m.
College Religious counci I.
Tenth in a series of lectures on
religion will be presented simultaneously at various college-affiliated living groups during
their dinner hours.
Rolo club, meeting for beginners, 7:30 p.m.; for intermediates, 9 p.m.; women’s gymnasium.
Kappa Delta Pi, meeting for
present members, cafeteria
rooms A and B, 4 p.m.
Junior class, meeting, club
president asks all living center
representatives to attend, CH160, 3:30 p.m.

1.criluin club, members to meet
at Women’s gyninasium for
drive to San Francisco to see
German films, 6:30 p.m.
Greek picture, will be taken
today through Dec. 7 upstairs
in College Union. All Greeks
are to sign up at fraternity or
sorority houses. Price: $1.50.
Freshmen camp, Interviews
for chairman, College Union.
Applications for position must
be turned in no later than 12
noon.
TOMORROW
Hawaiian club, Thanksgiving
dinner-dance, Women’s gymnasium, 7 p.m.; Admission: members, canned goods; new mem.
bets. $1 and canned goods; nonmembers. $1.
Weekend Co-Bee, trip to Golden Gate park.
SUNDAY
Painting exhibition, artist:
Glenn Wessels, 1:15-5 p.m.
Roger Williams fellowship,
lecture, Baptist student center,
484 E. San Fernando, 5:30 p.m.
Collegiate Christian fellowship,
coffee hour, 1087 Merle ave.,
3:30 p.m.
Spartan Chi, tennis meet,
Spartan court, 2 p.m.
MONDAY
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonla, meeting, M272, 7 p.m.
Sparta camp, sign-ups for interviews for Sparta camp counselor positions, College Union,
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Modern Greek club, business
meeting, CH135, 3:30 p.m.
Senior class, speaker: Jack
Pockman, TASC chairman,
"Aims and Objectives of TASC,"
CH150, 3:30 p.m.

By LINDA AXENTY
Slow moving drama and first
night jitters characterized the
opening of the Associated Glee
Clubs presentation of "Kiss Me
Kate" last night in Morris Dailey auditorium before a moderate
and somewhat impolite audience.
The personality of "Kate" as
portrayed by Marjorie Brown
accompanied with the vocalizing
of Joan Moffitt brought life to
the Cole Porter musical which

continues its run tonight and tomorrow at 8:15 p.m.
Equipped with the difficult job
of presenting the first complete
Broadway musical in the history
of the Music department, members of the cast met a challenge
of tremendous proportion.
Trained as singers rather than
dramatists, the cast gradually
warmed to their roles with restrained success.
Robert Cunningham and Gordon Thorlaksson, as gangsters,
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America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
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(Formerly of Archle’s Steak House)

SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

"Where the Servings Are Large and the
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Baughn

Prices Are Right"
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and Her Piano

gad.n eit,

7th and Santa Clara

.SparlaBy MARIE LOPEZ
Society Editor
ing spaghetti feed. It sounds
successful . . . $50 was netted
in the venture. Dr. Bert Morris,
SJS professor of chemistry,
spoke to fraternity members
yesterday on "Atom Bombs and
their Effects." An exchange dinner between the Phi Sigs and
Delta Gamma sorority was held
Wednesday evening, with a
dance at the DG house following
dinner.

TERRY DYKEMAN
"DREAM GUY"
What with all the queen and
princess titles on the SJS campus lately, it’s unique when a
fellow gets a title . . . like
Terry Dykeman, a Theta Chi
man, being named Alpha Micron Pi "Dream Guy" for instance. Attendants Rocky Lubin, Sigma Chi, and Haven Rolls,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, were similarly honored at a dinner-dance
held at La Rinconada Country
club. AOPi pledge class officers
named this week are Valerie
Tinti, president; Carol Chadduck, vice president; Marty
Spicer, secretary; Kathy Grigsby, social chairman and Kiki
Arnaud, song leader.

IN THE RUNNING
Alpha Tau Omega actives,
Larry Armstrong and Gary
Christensen have been chosen
to represent Kappa Alpha Theta
and Chi Omega, respectively, in
tonight’s Joe College-Betty Coed contest in the Women’s gym.
ATO Sonny Davis recently
walked off with the award for
the highest grades at the fraternity’s scholarship dinner. The
dinners ranged from steak for
the highest grades to onion
sandwiches for low grades.

DZ’s ENTERTAIN TOTS
Delta Zetas continue their
philantropic contributions this
weekend when they entertain
the tiny tots in the children’s
ward at San Jose hospital. Fun
games and lively stories, as well
as treats and "goodies," will be
on the agenda.

WEDDING BELLS
The First Congregational
church in Reno, Nevada was the
scene Nov. 10 of the wedding
of Kappa Kappa Gamma Norma
Tostenson and Lee Greiner, premed student at the University of
California at Berkeley. Norma,
a junior. general elementary education major, and Lee, a member of Delta Upsilon fraternity,
are both from Fresno.
NEWLY PINNED
Jody Kincaid, junior journalism major, Chula Vista, to Da-

’MOONLIGHT GIRLS’ DINED
Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity
members entertained the "Moonlight Girl" candidates at a dinner at the fraternity house Tuesday evening. The chapter’s present "Moonlight Girl," Barbara
Barnwell, acted as hostess to
the 20 women in attendance.
The pledges of Phi Sigma Kappa and Gamma Phi Beta teamed
up last weekend in a fund rais-

Slow Drama, Jitters Combine With Impolite Audience
To Characterize Opening of Musical ’Kiss Me Kate’

teoiejaeinuryisea.

Now Under the Management of

*

51 So. Market

Die Rhinelander
Band
Fri. & Sat. Nites

brought humor through the tone
quality of their voices.
A number by the pair in the
second act was well received by
the audience as a welcome relief to slow moving drama.
Miss Moffitt proved a favorite
with her number "Always True
to You." Clad in a besequined
costume, she belted out the number with a style all her own.
Also appealing to the audience
was "Kate" who’s personality
was well characterized by Miss
Brown. Animated facial expressions were brilliantly exhibited
by the production’s star.
A monologue used to convince
Miss Brown not to marry her
current suitor was well done by
Ken Hunter, as Fred Graham,
her former husband.
Orchestration, under the direction of Stafford Miller reached professional standards on occasion.
Such flaws as a faculty curtain, overturned flowers, and
stumbled lines did not particu-

ilofiran
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SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
& HAIR DRYER
Hours: 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.
NO WAITING
ED’S LAUNDROMAT
497 N. 13th

The Nation’s Leading
Growth Bank Offers
Outstanding Career

larly detract from the production. The audience proved to be
less than polite to the cast which
accepted these difficulties with
a professional attitude.
Improved conditions %%here
scenes are changed would greatly enhance the smoothness of
"Kiss Me Kate," which has the
potential of being a fine musical
production under the direction
of Dr. Gus Lease, associate professor of music.
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Special Student Rates

3 mos.
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USE OUR "RENT
TO OWN" PLAN

Third & San Fenian&

-Ace

Harry
James
arid his
MUSIC
MAKERS
SAT. EVE., NOV. 18th 8:30 P.M.
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
1,,,at

3400, 300, I 00,

00

Cr Sa,e-

San Jose Box Office
St. Claire Hotel
CY 5-01811

OPEN
MONDAY,
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY
NIGHTS
TILL 9

just
think
of it...
you can open a new
Roos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
and all you need is a
Student Body Card!
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BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT
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FEATURING:
* Challenging Assignments
Accelerated Training
Excellent Salaries
INTERVIEWS on Wednesday, November 29th
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11014, clate

0W40 rite iff:;VA:Of

OPPORTUNITIES
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rid Allen, Stanford, Alpha
Sig.
ma phi sophomore
history ma,.
Jot-, Chula Vista.
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’Artist-Teacher Expresses Necessity
of Affection Towards Subject of Work
Alphh ,
e history a,

.ersety of California, Berkeley, at
t HUES HEADINON
t4 x’Niateey orninlmtheA2ist" reception yes- I
now cannot paint unless hei,
M’
his subject, because
a in love with emotional express.
Wessels’ reception was sponsored
painting is an
by the Art department in conjunclion with his toe-man
sioa
Art Nov.
Gene- 28. whicsh(cnkoMininuthees
res is the Idea expressed bY I until
"artist -teacher"!
Glean A. Wes sels,
Unh
the
at
art
of
prore,sor
and
An artist should "follow his
: heart" in carrying out a single
Idea in his paintings. according to
the 1961 first prin. winner of the
San Francisco Art Festival.
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Lutheran Parket Asseclathes
Tuesday af 7 p.m.
"LS. Action"
and
"Tropic of Cancer".
by Or. Hans Guth
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. lOth et Sari Carlos
Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor

Canterbury
Tales
Episcopalians et Son Jose Siam
AT GOURMET PRICES
A number of us will be off to the
Bishops Ranch. Healdsburg, this
weekend for the Regional Canter.
bury Conference. for two days of
beautiful scenery and serious
thought on, "Who Speaks for
Freedom?"
By the time you read this it will
be too late to sign up for the
Conlerenci which is too bad, but
come Seer Sunday evening anyway.
Will be back then to talk about
tne Conlvence Supper at 6 as
usual (Some people think that 50
tents is expensive for Our Sunday
suppers, but you lust have to pay
high prices for quality cuisine these
days I
See you Sunday.
Campus Christian Center
300 South 10th

SIIIJECT AFFECTION’
"The direction I take is guided
by my affection for the subject,"
Wessels Raid. "I am a ’watery’
person I like water."
The abstract expressionist salt’
he generally goes to the Cseetill
Niat my eyes open -- I’m aware
of things. Then I go back to the
studio and what is In my mind
and heart comes out on canvas."
The 31 paintings on exhibit in
the Art Gallery are representative
of Wessels’ work with acrylic latex
and oil. The acyrlic is a plastic or
plexiglass solution w hich is
"watery" but dries within half an
hour. It can be mixed with colorless aluminum oxide to form a
pasty paint for heavier lines or
with water for, a thinner, finer
paint.
Straight oil paint wed in
TV & RADIO REPAIRS
Used Sets For Sole

PAYLESS TV
716 N. 4th

Cr 5-5520

Let’s get ’em team.

FOCUS
For Meaningful Existence

Worship Sunday
NE.
EQUIPMENT
einaatko

At One Of These Nearby

Methodist Churches
FIRST

ST. PAUL’S

Santa Clara I SO
Sn, 0305 I a.m.

tOtti at San Salta.
dere
tOO .m.

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
(Methodqt Student Center)
Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and
throughout the week.
5th and Santa Clara
CY 2-3707
J. Benton White. Campus Minister

8th 8:30 P.M.
AUDITORIUM
0, 2.00 On Salear Office
Hotel
III

Art supplies
that is! You name
it we’ve got it.

WALLPAPER. ARTISTS: SUPPLIE’,
& PICTURE FRAMES

112 So. 2nd St.
CY 2-1447
Or

Valley Fair - Park "C"

Make Spring Reservations Now
Alpartments for Students (ruder or Over 21
NlodernUp to Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Roommates (no extra fee)
hipe3 of accomoialione
with Penh

ill ni your lagei
-e

485 South Ninth St.

CY 7-8877

-

cpettemt
RENTAL Peetke

STOP HAIR LOSS!
PREVENT BALDNESS

your scalp with o specialised treatment to bring
3 blood to the papilla hair roots. Normalizing the
,,boceous glands and strengthening the hair muscles
Dundruti disappears, Itching stops, less hair fall. Stimulates
growth, gives dry hair more body and lustre.

y Met is not permanent toad
-risks the life of the punting."
according to the artist -leacher. A
London gallery has estimated that
95 per cent of today’s modern art
will not be here in 25 years, Wessels said.
"They
are already having
trouble with the Van Goth paintings-- they are falling apart." the
Cal professor explained.
Wessels has only recently COMP
to regard himself as an artist
first a teacher second. Ills first
une-maa ail show ass riven in
1954.
Despite the face that aerylic
Lutes dries rapidly. Wessels said
that many of his paintings sit in
his studio from two metals to
two years before they are finished.
’FEELING’ FOR SUBJECT
"I go as long. as 1 have it feeling
fur the subject and then I quit,"
he said. "1 push it further when
the feeling is particularly strong."
The artist -teacher said it is
hard tea say how long a painting
takes.
"It takes all your life to do a
painting," he exclaimed. "When
you are painting, you are bearing
on a concentrated amount of living. The paintings you do today
are the sum of all those you have
done in the past."
Leonard G. Stanley, associate
professor of art at SJS, a former
student of Wessels’, reported that
Wessels will give one of his paintings being exhibited here to the
SJS Art department for its permanent collection. A faculty committee will select the painting.

%PAR.? 01 D’ULT-41

Audience Overflows Studio Theatre ,kdayriNcat:vsen:orold7;ad1n961Ames grow
For ’A Midsummer Night’s Drea
enough sawtimber each day to
1
M15 firsi one-famIly hronea;

Sabi,:
x is as Tit::rt.a
IF. M.Atil 1. LOPE/
crewd, corn.
eintiimes were cry as Puck.
DEPEND UPON
Amid an ci.r.
posed predominiiitly of children, designed by Itei-neire F.. Plink, asUS FOR ALL
Shakespeare’s perennial favorite, siiclate professor of drama.
I again today at 4 p.m. tini
YOUR BEAUTY
Dream,"
"A Midsummer Night’s
The four marionettes, handled liv at 10,30 a.m. and t
NEEDS!
opened its three-day run yesterday by Lumen (’aiade and Sharon eresafternoon at 4 pm. In the Stu- sis, were charming and unique,
Complete Di ug Store
SPANISH FOODS
dio Theater.
especially in their melodic presenPRESCLIPTICN SPECIALISTS
LARGE BANQUET ROOM
The Speech and Drama depart- tation of seleetions. UnfortunateFOODS TO SO
ment’s fall Children’s Theater pro- ly, the yokes of the marionettes.
STAR PHARMACY
duction proved a delightful show. ’ because of shallow projection,
88 8 E Santa Clara
TV
rpant3
_
aro
With its dancing, songs, clowns, proved- inaudible during most ot
Cr ; :S/S
Sae Julie
93
Willow
St.
CY
5-951114
fairies, costumes and colorful scen- their stage appealuineeic
ery, ita success hes largely in as
t’ontributinig their talents to the
appeal to the senses and imaginavvere Milton 1.4,ngway as
ji
tion.
Theseus, Layne Evans us Eva-us
Ed Chilla, as Bottom, the Don- (20.m.km Volverton
flemetrai,
keyhead, portrayed his rule with 1 Sharon Pitts as Uremia, Nt
genuine craftsmanship and MAC- %Vida as Hillinotrate, Nut tie’,
metled in ivenmunicating to the .ilerholzer as Ilippolyta. L.
gazfr
audience with an exemplary
Mack/Blue Illazrt
Oberon.
Browning
port vitality of the Bard. Ile was
assisted toy a vornical quintet of :LT: Repp lir. and 11-arstrt1
fritord hopsack slack>
sorted characters played by Ed
STUDENT DISCOUN’i!"
S19.95
Belling, Delray Franks, Gary
Repairing
For
Proust, Douglas Johnston and Will

Musk Dept. Head
To Attend Annual
Meeting in Denver
Official 5.15 representative to
the National Association of
Schools of Music, Dr. Hartley D.
Snyder, head of the Music depart- meat, will attend the 37th rumual
meeting of the group in Denver,
Nov. 24-25.
NASN1 has been designated the
. responsible agency for the accreditation of music degree curricula
Approximately 280 schools of
music will be represented at the
convent ion.
Discussion topics will include
"What Constitutes a Good Music
, library in a Collegiate Institution?" "Strings in the U.S.,"
"Music in the Land-Grant College
and University --- a Centennial
View." "Music Education and Its
Relation to the NASM," "The
USO show Today," ’The Placement of Graduates" and ’The
Proliferation of Music Degrees."
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Outstanding in their parts as
the lovers were both .hfciri-Lyn
Hemy, as the gentle, sonowful
Helene and Charles Latima, :is lasandet, an agile, romantic swain.
Presented in three-quarter theater, the production was student
directed by Richard Gustallson under the supervision of John R.

Your Ailing Sports Cars
Sim%
MGA TR-3
Porsche
VW
Volvo
at
gorri9n ear Perlis.
Center
379 Perk Ave.

1

CY 3-0601

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR la DOWNTOWN HOTEL
ler

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

ai5.41e-

DRIVE-IN GARAGE
FREE OVEP,41C,HT PARKING
Ralph C. Caldwell, Manager

CYpress 4-9404’
FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCTION
TELEVISION BANQUET ROOM,
FOLINTATN
COFFEE SHOE

MONTGOMERY HOTEL
San Jose, California

South First St. at Son Antonio
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Freshman Class
To Hold Sale
The freshman class will sell
doughnuts and cider at the men’s
and women’s dorms Sunday night
beginning at 9:30 p.m.
Freshman class president, Bob
Piano, said the purpose of the
sale is to strengthen class funds
for future activities.
HAS AUTO PROBLEMS
MADISON, Wis. (111’13Gov.
Gaylord Nelson’s car brings him
only !Potable when others get behind the wheel.
Nelson was admonished by a
judge two weeks ago for leaving
he keys in his car. A youth took
tInn’ auto as a prank.
Tuesday the governor forfeited a $10 bond on a charge of allowing an improperly equipped
vehicle to he operated by his
I press secretary William Fairfield. The brakes on Nelson’s
..ir failed after Fairfield parked

FREE
Examination
No Obligation
Private booths for men
and women. Guaran
teed Satisfaction.

t Will 1011

Come in today or call for appointment

Suite 201

Its what’s up front that counts
Up front is FILTER -BLEND and only Winston has it!
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.

HAIR 8. SCALP
SPFCIALISTS

210 So. 1st

-

5.7.

CY 3-8173

Tob.rro

1541..0

WINSTON TASTES GOOD hke a cigarefie should./

,
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Spartans Meet Fresno

SJS Loses
Theta Xi, PiKA Clash Today 14 Seniors
For Fraternity League Title Tomorrow
Theta Xi battles PiKA tor the
Frate nity Intramural league title
today at 3:43 p m at the intromu -al field at 10th and Alma sta.
REAL
HOME
STYLE
COOKING
Ono

(hoes

From Campus

MOT MEALS
LOW AS

85c

SAN JOSE CAFETERIA
89 E. Son Fernando

CY 5.9561

earns the light to
The a
face Mary Ann’s Maulers, independent leagues champion, in a
battle for the all-college intramural title at 2:30 p.m. Sunday
in Spartan stadium.
Mary Ann’s, A league winner.
became independent champion by
blanking the B league champ, Cal Hawaiians, 13-0 Wednesday.
The showdown battle between
Theta Xi and PiKA was set up
s’esterday when PIKA thumped
another contender. 14-0, while
ATO was holding Theta Xi to a
scoreless tie, PiKA is now 8-2,
while Theta Xi is 7-2.1 and DU is
In other Fraternity league action yesterday, Sigma Chi nipped
the Sig Eps 26-22 in a free-scoring
affair. The AFROTC defeated the
Army ROTC 7-0 Wednesday in a
hard fought renewal of their traditional seties.

HOWARD TOURS
The Oiling ’Study tout to the Pacilic
1962 SUMMER -141h Year
UNIVERSITY
SUMMER
SESSION
6 UNIVERSITY CRE-IITS AVAILABLE

HAWAII

Spa el au seniors

A FIRST
GARDEN CITY. N.Y. IUPD
The first player in Adelphi College basketball history to score
over 1000 points was Art Snelders, who was graduated in 1960.

PARTY TROUBLES SOLVED!

56 DAYS .0’569,1:7.

Orders to Go
Just Give Us a Call
TAMALES ENCHILADAS TACOS

tarn university credits while enjoying
summer in Hawaii. Price includes steamship outbound let return to West Coast.
Wilcox Hall resoance on campus, and
greatest diversification of parties, dire
ners, entertainment, sightseeing,
cruises, beach events, and cultural
shows; plus necessary tour senices.
Air or steamship roundtrip, end Waikiki
agartreent.hatel residence available at
adjusted tour rates. Optional neighbor
island visits and return via Seattle
World’s Pa,.

ORIENT

will
end their collegiate careers tomorrou night when San Jose
meets Fresno state in the final
gyms.- of the 1961 season, unless
the Spartans go to the Sun
Boss I.
The fourteen are: Mack Burton, Jim Cadile. [lase Chant
Hank Chamnemi, Stick Clanton.
Phil Clifton, Oscar Itontihtie,
Leon Donohue, C’hon Gallegos,
Paul Schreiber, John Sutro,
Jack Woodward, Ray Pena and
Willie Williams.
Pena and Williams are listed
as Juniors, hut both could graduate before next fall.
FIIIIrtervi

THE FINEST SPANISH FOODS

674 N. 131h

EL FARO TACO BAR

STTOUUDRY

CY 4-7468

1,)
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SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE
6 CREDITSUNIV. SUMMER SESSION

79 DAYS Only ’2298

Specializes in
Portrait Photography and Wedding Albums

A new concept of study tours, a bona.
fide university program. Also, with us
YOU enjoy and "lire in" the Orient
not lust see it. Includes Hawaii, Japan,
Formosa. Philippines, and Hong Kong.
Price is all inclusive, with services
ashore all first class throughout. Eve.
ning events are lust as important as
daytime sightseeing. We challenge
comparisons. Ask for our leen. brochure for valuable Orient information.

(Appointments are now being token for
Christmas orders)

Apply:

(Low Stucknt

Mrs. Robert McCrosiey

E. Reed, San Jose
HSM Delta Gamma
CY 2-7303
- - -

4

360

E

SAN ANTON.

S’

SAN

e

..725

CY 2 6362

San Jose State’s Spartans will
be going after two factors of paramount importance when they
tangle with Fresno state tomorrow night in the Raisin city:
The best won -lost record
since 1954.
An
invitation to the Sun
Bowl.
In the season’s last game. Coach
Bob ’Isitchenars crew will be up
against a Bulldog eleven that
hasn’t been beaten since last season.
If the Spartans whip the Bulldogs, the resulting 7-3 berls011
record will be the best since a
Wee mark in ’54. The 1949 SJS
squad had a 9-4 record.
The much talked -about Sun
Bowl game possibility will also be
at stake tomorrow night. It is
generally believed however, that
San Jose must post an impressive
win over the Bulldogs to come
out with a Sim Bowl bid.
Fresno already has bowl game
competition assured. . . .the Mercy
Bowl game on Thanksgiving Day
with Bowling Green.
The Spartans were last week
included in a list of 12 schools
under consideration for the Sun
Bowl. After last week’s UOP vic-

Bulldog coach ceeil Colenuin to beat them, but it will take our
tory, San Jose is still on the list
with just six other schools: Rut- has Indicated great respect for best effort of the year," he saki.
gers. Utah state, Utah, Furman, the Sparta.. offenm-, which has
Wichita and Wyoming.’
powered over Washington state,
WE SPECIALIZE IN
Utah state has indicated a preArizona state and Pacific the
ference for either the Liberty or
past three weeks.
Gotham
Bowl, and probably
al.". SWISS AND AMERICAN
"San Jose is the best team we
wouldn’t accept a Sun Bowl Bid.
^ WATCHES CLOCKS
been
I’ve
since
played
have
will
San Jose Is not up to par
AND JEWELRY
ph’, 4cally for the Bulldog Ult. here. It’s not impossible for us
se
Ace fullback Johnny Johnson
suffered a hip point against
SHORT ON TIME?
FOP, and won’t be at full
Friendly Service
Quick,
strength for the game, but will
see action.
Groceries & Meats
Johnson’s replacement. Mike
Open Sundays
Miller, in on the doubtful list.
Checks Cashed With Purchase
Leon Donahue has been ill with
WIA S
We Gm Blue Chip Stamps
the flu the past week, but the big
Shop
tackle will play.
JEWELERS
The Market Basket
Guard Ron McBride is still
1617 E, SANTA CLARA $T:
Se. 10t1. & WIMents
troubled by a chancy horse that
SAN JOSE
BETwLEN IlAYSHCNIE OvERPASS
(Next to Arrntfr011es Drug)
he has had for two weeks.
NEw SAFEWAY SUPER MARKET
’kr
"We’re not ready for Fresno
physically, so I sure hope we are
mentally," Titchenal remarked
yesterday.
CAMPUS SNO-MAN
Fresno won’t be in the pink of
& SNACK BAR
condition, either. Guard Bill
Laughlin and tackle Sonny Bishop
TRY OUR FROSTIES OUT OF
will be available for only limited
OUR NEW SOFT SERVE
duty. Laughlin has a broken hand,
MACHINES
and Bishop injured a knee against
Abilene Christian last week.
15c 25c
1 Oc

REPAIRING

KITTY-CORNER FRCM
MEN’S GYM AT 4th &
SAN CARLOS STREETS

SJS Water Poloists
Open Tourney Play
San Jose State is co-favored
with Long Beach state in the
State College Water Polo tournament which gets underway tonight
in Long Beach.
Coach Lee Walton’s Spartans
will be entering their busiest five
days of the season when they
clash with Fresno state at 6 p.m.
In the tourney opener. Fillowing
the conclusion of the Long Beach
tournament on Saturday, SJS will

Girl Watcher’s Guide
Presented by Pall Mall Famous Cigarettes

41,)

OPEN 10

participate in the Northern California Water Polo championships
Monday and Tuesda? at Treasure Island,
The Spartans, although not at
full strength, should still be strong
enough to reach the finals of the
Long Beach tourney. Starter Dave
Corbet, who suffered a broken finger in an auto accident last week,
will be unable to play for SJS.
Coach Walton said.
Lem; Beach is the champion of
the California Collegiate Athletic
association and looked good recently in losing a.close game to
USC, one of the best water polo
teams in the country.
The Long Beach tournament
a double ehmination ititair
first round losers dropping into tip
consolation bracket. Other teamcompeting in the tourney are Ca;
Poly, San Francisco state, Los Angeles state, San Feinando state
and Cal Maiitime academy.

Men watch girls for various reasons. Personally, we need
no better reason than the reason men climb mountains.
They arc there. We have heard old men say they watch
girls because it makes them feel younger and young
men because it makes them feel older (see above). While
investigating the reasons why men watch girls we picked
up a clue from, of all things, a bird watcher. He told us

WHY BE AN AMATEUR?
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF GIRL WATCHERS NOW!
FREE MEMBERSHIP CARD. Visit the editorial office of
Ibis publication tot a lice Mallberkhip card in the world’s
only society devoted us discreet, but relentless, girl watching. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.
This ad bawd nn the hook, The Gel Watcher’s Guide " Text:
( npArIght by Donald 7. Sauer,. Drawings: Copyright by Eldon
fecdini Reprinted by PcrBlesArlfl of nutlet Ri Elrothers

that he formerly had been a flower watcher. Then one
day a Speckle -Breasted Jackdaw happened to land in
his garden as he was watching a calla lily and he noticed
that the bird moved. He switched to birds on the spot.
Girl watchers have discovered that girls enjoy this same
advantage (movement) over calla lilies. (Speaking of advantages, how about Pall Mall’s natural mildness!)

Pall Mall’s
natural mildness
is so good
to your taste !
So smooth, so satis6ing.
so downright smokeable!

92+ Octane Reg.

100+ Octane Ethyl

Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X -I 00, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38¢
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 50¢
Castrol
qt. 19,t
100% Eastern Bulk
$1.29
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
package 22¢
Cigarettes

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & Williams

6th

& Keys

Taylor

10th &

aw.

BUDGET BLUES

Why men watch girls

SAVE
per
3c
&
2.‘
gal.

Face Cal Cubs
In C:0"rid Final
speed in an attempt
to upset the undefeated Cal Bear
Cubs tonight at 8 p.m in Spartan
stadium. the San Jose State frosh
will have its hands full in containing the Cubs who are four
game winnci2,.
The Spartababes will be without the scnices of top signal
caller Mike But-kg who suffered
a shoulder pointer.
An upset win by the SJS frosh
would give the Spartababes a
3-3 record and make its season a
huge success. A $1 artmissian
charge will apply to everyone attending the game.

[13L@ICD

DAILY

Hurt Frosh

I, p

Well -Preserved Forty plus

A.M to 10:30 PM.

NEW YORK (UPI)
If you
think you’ve had to raise your
budget to allow for rising costs,
take a look at the federal budget.
In the late 1940’s, under President
Truman, it appeared that postwar
spending would hold around $40
billion. Present estimates suggest
that federal spending will go into
the range of $92 billion to $94 hil11r) fii’
year.

0

1

SUIT
SALE
1/2 Price

,s

FRESHEN YOUR SUIT SUPPLY
This is the time to freshen up your suit supply ..
while we feature a special pre -holiday bonus event.
Our complete suit stock on sale at half the normal
retail price.
rc

AUGER’S

STUDENT CLOTHING UNION

121 So, 4th

IN

CY 2-7611
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Have a Hot Dog!
mit Sourkraut
Bri? ng in thi? s ad and save . .
’

-We’re on San Antonio just across from the Science
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Cross Country Team To Compete in NCAA Finals
30 At East Lansing, Michigan, Nov. 27, for Big ne
Ail take our
II’ ." he said.
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IT’S THE TALK
OF SAN JOSE!

SJS Gridder’s Wife
Laughs at Husband

ANGELO’S
$1.15

FAMOUS
DINNER
STEAK
VISIT
OUR

Lariat
Room
SOON

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA

Editor’s Note: Thk is the eighth of
a nine -part series describing the lives
and roles of SJS griddcrs’ wives
A/molurely the
largest selection
I of flowers in
San logo!
They know
their
business from
top to bottmo
’’22g401r4
and all It as firotald.
YOU CAN DEPEND ON

ONISHI FLORIST

JOSE S FINEST
FLOWER SHOP
, 175 Taylor
CY 5-1130
SAN

Now
give yourself
"Professional"
shaves
with...

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE
New"wettersthan-wateraction melts bearrd’s toughnoi,s-in seconds. Remarkable new "wetterthanwater"
action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave ite scientific
approximation to the feather.touch feel and the efficiency of
barber shop shaves. Melts your beard’s toughness like hot
towels and massage -in seconds.

ck

Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the
blade., A unique combination of anti -evaporation agents
makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re.lathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamier.., gives you
the most satisfying shave.., fastest, cleanest -and moat
Unnfortable. Regular or mentholated.
1.00.

us
S

VL.TON

By MICKEY MINTON
"He’s a wonderful person."
"lie makes me laugh all the
time. I could just sit and watch
him all day. He’s such a clown!"
Angela. 19-year-old wife of
Spartan right tackle Jim Cadile,
recently pondered what her blond
husband’s most appealing trait or
feature is.
The pert former Angela Guiffrida comes from an Italian family
and married Into one of the same
July 2, 1960.
Angie met Jim when site was
a sophomore and he a junior at
San Jose high. "We were at a
sock hop," she recalled, "and he
asked me to dancejust once."
A month later Jim was calling
and dating only one coed. Christmas of 1958 Jim gave this young
lady an engagement ring.
As far as football goes with Angie, she loves the game. She expressed hope of having a couple of
boys and a girl and added that she
wants her boys "to definitely play
football."
Jim was hurt at the Stanford
game, Angie reported. She said
fortunately she didn’t know until
after the game or she would have
"been frantic."
Angie, standing 5-54. said one
of Jim’s most devoted football
fans is his father. "They’re really close. Best of buddies, I’d
say."
An anonymous neighbor where
Jim and Angie used to live, described Jim as "a TV hound." "If
you bother him when his TV is on,
he gets furious."
The former neighbor recalled
NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Savings up to 8120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
-Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of risk
involved.’ says George M. Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"War believe that a married man
with family responsibilities is
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, lus is entitled to rata
for mature drivers."
For maniple: A morbid maN, age
22 with Bodily Injury liability
510/20,000, Prprty Dimes.
$5,000 and Medical $500 pays
about $157 a Oar with most Insurance companies. With Cali.
fornia Casualty ha would pay
about $00 IOU $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 Owned on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
saves about $93 with the Exchange. (Other
gem with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even usmarrhid man and woman with
good driving records may save
over 20 per cent
Call or write for full Information
to George M. Campbell, 566
Afeple Ave., Sunnyvale: REgent 9.
1741 (day 8 nit.).
ROM.
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Athletic Director Bob Bmnzan is looking quite realistically at
San Jose’s chances of being invited to play in the Sun Bowl on Dec.
30 in El Paso, Tex.
Sun Bowl game chairman Bob Kollinger released a list of 12
teams Last week of which SJS was included, The list has since shrunk
tu seven schools, but the Spartans still remain in contention.
It is generally considered that San Jose must beat Fresnu state
tomorrow night by an impressive rilawin to strike the fancy of the
Sun Bowl Selection Committee.
In a sense, San Jose State is almost a ’natural’ for a bowl game.
The advance publicity of the country’s No. I passer, Chun Gallegos,
and his flock of capable receivers and the team speed would persuade
many of El Paso’s football faithful to buy tickets.
*
*
*
On the positive side of the ledger. Bronzan lists added prestige
for the college, player satisfaction and a monetary gain.
The college would be put before the public eye, with national
publicity and news coverage.
From the player’s point of view, the fact that only a handful
of the nation’s football teams play in bowl games has an element
of personal satisfaction.
Before the Sun Bowl was enlarged, participating schools were
guaranteed $15,000. "I would guess that it’s $20,000 or $25,000 now,Bronzan said.
*
*
*
Disadvantages include loss of the Christmas holidays front the
participant standpoint, the expense of the operation and the lack
student support.
From the player’s point of view, the season is extended almost
io January, and football players who would sacrifice Christmas vacai ion to practice football every day would have to want the bowl game
in the worst way.
Bronzan estimated that it would cost as much as 37-8000 dollars
to fly the team and traveling party to El Paso and back. "It’s certainly an expensive operation," he says.
Nut many San Jose State students ssould end up in El Paso over
the holidays. The game is not televised.
Would San Jose accept a bid to the Sun Bowl?
"I really don’t know
there’s so many factors to be considered."

Part-time Work
for College Men ..

FULL TIME PAY
Service and Sales of New
Products by Appointment.
Phone FR 8-0093 for Interview.
0..t.I,.

Rob 111.i..1,11

"ATTENTION"

PRETTY ANGELA CADILE, wife of SJS gridder Jim Cadile,
greets her 6.31/2, 235 pound husband as he comes home from
nightly football practice. Angela says she never knows when Jim
will get home. She looks forward to seeing him since "he makes
me laugh all the time, he’s such a clo.n."
the regular sounds of the train, ,
going by the apartment buildim
day and night and Jim shouting 1
out the windows for silence.

VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS
Repairing by Qualified Mechanics
Completely Equipped Shop
Genuine Parts Replacement
Guaranteed Work - Plus Real Savings

FRESH DONUTS

72

Over
Varieties
BEST DONUTS IN TOWN

Pa,’,
OPEN

i

cid 2)...to r
The trains didn’t become noise- I ici,/zii.
CY 5-9660 t
117 S. First

less, so Jim moved quartets.

IBM
WILL
INTERVIEW
NOVEMBER
28

S

CY 3-2961

Sunday

7 A.1y1 to 7 P M.Inoi Saturdays

HOFFEE’S GARAGE

Owrer, Ma
972 Chestnut St., IIll, W of Coleman Bet Hedding X

Candidates for Bachelor’s or Master’s Degrees are invited to discuss opportunities in:

Engineering and Science
This is a unique opportunity to find out about
the many career opportunities at IBM. The
IBM representative can discuss with you typical jobs, various training programs, chances
for advanced education, financial rewards,
and company benefits-all important factors
that affect your future.
SOME FACTS ABOUT IBM
An Unusual Growth Story: IBM has had one
of the exceptional growth rates in industry. It
has been a planned growth, based on ideas
and products having an almost infinite application in our modern economy.
Diverse and Important Products: IBM devel.
ops, manufactures and markets a wide range
of products in the data processing field. IBM
computers and allied products play a vital
role in the operations of business, industry,
science, and government.
Across -the -Country Operations: Laboratory
and manufacturing facilities are located in

-a y

Endicott, Kingston, Owego, Poughkeepsie,
Vestal, Yorktown, N.Y.; Burlington, Vermont;
Lexington. Ky.; San Jose, Calif.; Bethesda,
Md.; and Rochester, Minn. Headquarters is
located in New York City with sales and service offices in 180 major cities throughout the
United States.
The Accent is on the Individual: No matter
what type of work a person does at IBM he
is given all the responsibility he is able to
handle, and all the support he needs to do
his job. Advancement is by merit.
The areas in which IBM is engaged have art
unlimited future, This is your opportunity tO
find out what that future has to offer you. All
qualified applicants will be considered for
employment without regard to race, creed,
color or national origin.
Your placement officer can help you to learn
more about IBM. He can give you literature
describing the many career fields at IBM He
will arrange an appointment for you with the
IBM representative. If you cannot attend an
interview, write or call the manager of the
nearest IBM office:
J. W. Luke, Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept. 882
1955 The Alameda
San Jose 26, Calif.
Phone. CH 8 2620

IYou naturally have a better chance to grow wth a growth conipany
a

San Jose
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Messy IBM Pencil Marks
Fool Machine, Fail Student
The Testing office announced today that many students are cheating: themselves on IBM tests because they are not filling out the
answer sheets correctly.
Dr. Curtis R. Stafford. testing
officer. reminds students that IBM
tests for all classes are scored on
How About
Breakfast
& Bowling
Sunday
Morning/

GUEST STAR Thomas L
Ryan, professor of music,
demonstrates the harpsichord and plays selections
from the early music
written for that instrument, on "Perspective."
The program is completely a student project and
is televised over KNTV,
channel I I, at 9:30 a.m.
tomorrow,

an IBM machine in the Testing
office. The machine picks up only
marks made with an IBM pencil.
A paper with firm IBM pencil
marks properly placed inside the
designated spaces will register an
accurate test score- if any errors
the student has made are completely erased.
A mesy paper marked sometimes
inside the spaces, sometimes outside of them, and with errors insufficiently erased, will register a
different score each time it is run
through the machine.

4*- Job Interviews
Note: Interviews or. held in the jors for its Army Medical SpecialPlacement Office, Adm234. Appoint- tat corps. Interviews also Tuesday.
ment lists are put out in advance of the
Pacific Tel. & Tel. (Bay area
interview. Students are requested to
sign up serly.Ed.
and northern counties area): Elec.
Ironical, mechanical, civil and inTOMORROW
t’alifornin Parking Corp.: Ac- dustrial engineering majors. Tuescounting and business majors for day: Business majors for adminisaccounting, finance and office tration, supervision, customer contracts, sales accounting and data
management positions.
.
processing.
General Electrk Co.: Electroniwestern Electric: Electronical.
cal. chemical, industrial, general,
mechanical and metallurgical engi- mechanical, industrial engineering
neering and mathematics majors. and mathematics and physics maF. W. Woolworth Co.: Business jors. Tuesday: Business majors for
!ministration majors for manage- communication equipment. distribution and installation organizament trainee positions.
Pacific. Tel. & Tel.: Women lib- tions.
Sandia corp.: Electronical engieral arts, business and science majors for service representative po- neering and mathematics majors.
Also Tuesday.
sit ions.
MONDAY
17.S. Army, Sixth U.S. Army Reerui t ing District: Dietetics, prephysical therapy, occupational
thearpy and home economics ma-

FLOWERS
from

GALLOP POLL
CLEVELAND. Ohio 1UPII

TUESDAY
FMC’ Corp. (formerly Food Machinery): Mechanical, chemical
and electronical engineering majors.

806,04
For Your
Holiday
Hostess

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos

10th & Santa Clara

CY 4-2810

SE Army Cadets
Travel to Fort Ord
For Field Training

F1.1

HAWAII

CHRISTMAS CHARTER
ONLY
$14420

TAX INCLUDED

FULL ROUND TRIP
Leave: Dec. 16th or 19th
Return: Dec. 27th or 30th
First Come, First Serve
Call Now

CY 47346

Beauty Care
At Low, Low Prices

Seetours International
493 E. Santa Clara
San Jose

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall. or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders
Rentals
3-rm. apt or. SJS. Yng. couple or girls.
s,
,
T e bath. Spartan Manor.
CY

Second and William

All work done by qualified
students under supervision.

SULLIVAN

B EAUTY COLLEGE

115 West San Fernando St.

CY 5-9516

never become a nag."
...............____ ..... _ _
Com* fo as for all your bakeryI1
meas. Wedding cakes, party pas-1
tries, birthday cokes and pies, ’
San Jose’s finest independent ’
bakery

BREAD& PASTRY
$ Ho P

111, 1,I11 the Collage,
gti good to rot
27 C. len Antonio, 2 blocks fro, Camp.’

JOB OPENINGS
MEN
Part
PaidimeW ’
IncomeWeekly
Minimum Age 18
Public Relations Work
Sales Positions Open Also
Work Evening Hrs. 5:30-10:30 p.m.
Company Benefits if Qualif:ed
Transportation Furn. When Reg.
No Experience Necessary
Full Time Work Available During
Vacation Periods
APPLY 586 No. lit
Suite 253, Monday evenings
at 5:30 P.M.
OR CALL CY 7-8818

Fifty-seven Army ROTC cadets
will receive their first taste of
field training Sunday. when they
journey to Port Ord for rifle practice, according to Cadet Capt.
Charles Romero. public information officer.
The cadets will fire the army’s
new trainfire rifle marksmanship
course. They will have to know
how to fire on this type range
when they attend camp at Fort
Lewis, Wash., next summer.
The trainfire range consists of
silhouette targets that pop up at
distances unknown to the firer.

KLOK Interview Set
For La Torre Staff

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c line first insertion
200 line succeeding inserM8011
2 lin minimum

SAVE MONEY!!
On GAS and on.
SAHARA OIL CO.

Ato..bitht ewoiffbeumari%lleitthintalhorbcsacoue%cesenseTt.hsill
Third Pollee District here:

49 Ford, runs OK. 5?../
Cali CY 3-3953.

.lamilsrn and Mike Sanders, editor and business manager
of the 1962 La Torre, will be interviewed Sunday night at 9:30 p.m.
over KLOK’s "Showcase," according to Rik Aveilhe, La Torre pubbest offer.
lic relations director.

’S’T Triumph, new tires and upholstery.

Lefore I. CY 7-9375.

’58 MG sports model, $1150. CY 3-9929.
M. R ;noel,
overstaffed couch, $12.50. 3 chairs. $5
each. CY 4-9339.
Help Wanted
2 patient people for a part-time, evening
lob. Permanest position, good pay. Call
before 1:00 prrn. CY 7-9375, Mn. Mirkin.
Tresseertatiou

Riders rented Fresno St. game. Phone
Furnished 2-bedroom apartment. 555 So. Kevin Swanson, AX 6-8130 after 5:30 p.m.
Bth St
Ride wanted to Salem end back over
Rooms with kitchen priv, for men. $28 Thanksgiving. CY 7-6597.
rno. 47 So. 8th St. CY 3-2114.
Ride wanted to Oregon Thanksgiving.
2.bdrns., comp!. funs., incl. auto. washer. Phone Ginger Simpson. CY 5.9547 between 5 and 5:30 p.m.
) or 4 girls. 444 So 5th
Miscellaneous
Per Sale
Desk lamp, drafting type, $15. CY 7-3289 Will parses who misplaced portable record player please report to TH 16 for
after 10 a.m.. Leo.
identification
I9SS Morgan Nish.. rebuilt eng.. new
paint, .op and tonneau toyer. $1200. Weapons collector will buy guns swords,
uniforms, military antiques. AN 9.2144.
EL 6.3038.
’SS Ford Viet..
RBH. $400, or hest TV rental service. Rent a TV. STUDENT
offer. Car’ Bill CY 8-2048 aft. 6 p.m. PRICES. ES 7-2935 after 5 is-rn
2 spring sem. contracts, women’s app. $100 reward for the rotten of stereo set,
btserci.-1 house. 373 E. San Fernando. records end other articles stolen
Saturday, Nov. 4th, from 545 SO. 7’
CY 3.99%. Janet or Barb R.
St. (nert to Wendy Glen *2) or
Fur jacket, hip length, for sale. Very the arrest of those persons involved
gc-:d cri,difion. AN 6-8648 after 5 p.m. these thefts. Phone CY 2.3484 or CY
tkt,ndays 8 Wed.
7.8098.
eet

"WHAT A WAY
10 GO"
"Women find me irresistible in my Tapers.
Don’t get me wrong
! like it. But how much
can one man take.
Please wear your
Tapers as much
as possible and let
me get some rest."

EASY -ORDER ADVERTISING!
To place a classified ad, just fill out and clip thi
EAST -ORDER ADVERTISING form. Send with check
or money order to Student Affairs Office TH 16. San
Jose State College, San Jose, California.

for space-a,c thinkers on the Bell System team. World leader in communicationsfrom missile guidance
systems to telephone calls relayed by satellitethe Bell System offers opportunity unlimited for today’s
graduates. Come in and find out how far you can go with the Bell System.

Check Om
o Personals
o Lost & Found
O Traesportation

"

Help Wonted
Services

O For Sale
O Rented’
O Miscellaneous

This team will continue to give consideration to all qualified applicants for employment without regard to
race, creed, color or national origin.

Please Print:

trogoviimiscoft

’ Pacific Telephone
Technical and non -technical graduates for engineering and administrative positions in California.

(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)
20c loch Additional Line
2k PIM Insertion
Minimumj
Run Ad For
Starting Dee
Days
Check No,
Enclosed $
Name
Address
nal*
City

For display advertising rates, call CY 44414, let.
20$1, from 1:20 fe 4:20, Monday throe* Friday.

allealporembnall

TAPE Rs
4.95 to 6.95

At your favorite campus shop

(Junior
Town 8 Country Villeg
San Jose, California

Technical and non -technical graduates for ene
nearing and administrative positions throughout
the United States.
SAN f:3 IA

iscORPoPromol*

Engineering and physical science graduates for
research, development, and design of atomic
weapons at Livermore, California

INTERVIEWING ON NOVEMBER 20 & 21
Sign Up for an Interview at the Placement Office

